General wire cable

General Cable is a leading designer, manufacturer and provider of the highest quality aluminum,
copper and fiber optic wire and cable products and system solutions. Our customer base spans
the globe, working in all areas of the energy, construction, industrial, specialty and
communications markets. We magnify the value of our products and technologies with
expertise in distribution and logistics, marketing, sales, and technical and customer service.
This creates a unique mix of products, technologies and services that makes General Cable a
strong, important partner to customers striving to compete and expand globally, both in
established and emerging markets. We serve our customers through a global network of
manufacturing facilities, along with sales representation and distribution presence virtually
everywhere in the world. This is how we offer our customers, in a single resource, the strength
and sophistication of a global leader, and the responsiveness and relationship focus of a local
one. Delivering power to people all over the world with high-performance electric utility wire and
cable products for power and distribution. Offering a complete line of aluminum alloy and
copper building wire products for virtually every construction application. Generating power
and enhancing control with industry-certified cable solutions for industrial automation, power
and control applications. Providing a wide range of specialty wire and cable products, such as
automotive, military, mining, nuclear, oil, gas and petrochemical, transit and transportation â€”
all tailored to meet the unique requirements of a wide range of industries. Connecting
customers and communities worldwide with advanced cables, assemblies and system solutions
that support a reliable flow of high-speed data and signals for communication networks and
entertainment. Contact Us Choose your country. Language Selector. Value-added expertise to
help our customers grow We magnify the value of our products and technologies with expertise
in distribution and logistics, marketing, sales, and technical and customer service. Global
presence, local service We serve our customers through a global network of manufacturing
facilities, along with sales representation and distribution presence virtually everywhere in the
world. Energy Delivering power to people all over the world with high-performance electric
utility wire and cable products for power and distribution. Learn More. Construction Offering a
complete line of aluminum alloy and copper building wire products for virtually every
construction application. Industrial Generating power and enhancing control with
industry-certified cable solutions for industrial automation, power and control applications.
Specialty Providing a wide range of specialty wire and cable products, such as automotive,
military, mining, nuclear, oil, gas and petrochemical, transit and transportation â€” all tailored to
meet the unique requirements of a wide range of industries. Communications Connecting
customers and communities worldwide with advanced cables, assemblies and system solutions
that support a reliable flow of high-speed data and signals for communication networks and
entertainment. General Cable Technologies Corporation. Highland Heights, KY All rights
reserved. ATTN: Small pack shipments are experiencing day carrier delays. If you choose to
ship LTL, choose priority for more reliable delivery times. Close JavaScript seems to be
disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled to use statesupply. This is a
pointed, flat bladed cutter head with a hole to accept a screw connection. This is a coiled spring
type cutter head with a hole to accept a screw connection. This is a coiled spring type cutter
head with a swivel connecting hole to accept a screw connection. Used for all hand held units
like Super-Vee, and Power-Vee drain cleaners for sink and other small drain applications. Used
for medium duty units like Mini-Rooter drain cleaners for sink and other small drain
applications. Used for medium duty units like Mini-Rooter drain cleaners for sink and other
small drain applications and heavier duty Sewerooter T Used for heavier duty Sewerooter T-3,
and Sewerooter Junior for cleaning drain mains and long distances. Used for heavier duty
Sewematic, and Speedrooter for cleaning drain mains with long distances. This is a spring
coiled, flat bladed cutter head with a hole to accept a screw connection. General Wire large
leather gloves with double palm tough durable leather for use with all drain cleaning machines.
PC plastic cartridge only, to hold cable on hand held units Super-Vee. This is a fixed coiled
cutter head with a hole to accept a screw connection. This is a spiral saw-toothed cutter head
with a hole to accept a screw connection. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser.
Home General Wire. Filter Results Toggle Right. Filter Results Category. Drain Cleaners 17
Repair Parts 1. Search Within Results. Next Page 1 of 2. General Cable is One Company that has
the power to convert its capabilities into customer results. Ours is a power built upon diverse
resources. Delivering power overhead, underground or under the sea to people all over the
world. Providing cabling for large- and small-enterprise applications and data centers across all
markets. Keeping production lines moving and machines running across a wide spectrum of
businesses. Delivering reliable power, control and signal in today's mission-critical
applications. Setting the standard in reliability and performance with a broad line of CV-cured
industrial-grade cables and rubber cord products for portable power in a variety of general

mining applications. Preserving the safe, operational integrity of mission-critical equipment in
the most demanding exploration, production and refining environments. Developing,
manufacturing and distributing solutions for the rigorous requirements of solar, wind and hydro
power and signal applications. Supplying wire, cable, harnesses and systems solutions that
offer safe, long-term and operational reliability of transportation systems around the globe.
Markets Served. Energy Delivering power overhead, underground or under the sea to people all
over the world. Industrial Keeping production lines moving and machines running across a wide
spectrum of businesses. Military Delivering reliable power, control and signal in today's
mission-critical applications. Mining Setting the standard in reliability and performance with a
broad line of CV-cured industrial-grade cables and rubber cord products for portable power in a
variety of general mining applications. Renewable Energy Developing, manufacturing and
distributing solutions for the rigorous requirements of solar, wind and hydro power and signal
applications. Transportation Supplying wire, cable, harnesses and systems solutions that offer
safe, long-term and operational reliability of transportation systems around the globe. Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question.
Heavy-gauge wire coiled tightly around strand aircraft type wire rope and heat treated. Has
unequalled strength and the right amount of flexibility. Skip to main content. Usually ships
within 1 to 3 weeks. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard
to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Brand: General Wire. This fits your.
Featured items you may like. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Amazon Basics
Drain Snake - Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Customers who bought
this item also bought. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Compare with similar items.
Product Description Heavy-gauge wire coiled tightly around strand aircraft type wire rope and
heat treated. From the Manufacturer Heavy-gauge wire coiled tightly around strand aircraft type
wire rope and heat treated. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews
Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering
reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Excellent quality cable! Attached it
to the existing 50 foot line on our Hydrostar Drain Monster and it worked like a charm. This is a
much better cable than what comes with the Hydrostar - much stronger and heavier, however
there were no issues attaching the two together and using them as a 75 foot run which is what
we needed to clean the main sewer line out at our business. Just remember to clean the cable
well after use and oil it before storage, along with the drum it sits in on your machine. When
they say heavy duty, they mean it! Just echoing what Eric said. I needed just a few more feet,
and when this arrived I was concerned that it might be too big for my machine, but it works
perfectly. It was back-ordered for months out of stock , but arrived in due time, and worth the
wait. Don't worry about twisting this baby Purchased this item for my Hydrostar Drain Monster.
The 50' cable the machine came with got damaged, and decided to replaced with a 75' cable.
This works like a charm. Works great with my Harbor Freight snake. Just what I needed.
Extremely high professional grade quality. Don't screw around with anything less! See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Exactem
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ent ce que j'avais besoin. Report abuse Translate review to English. Exclusive items from our
brands. Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn
more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Handyman Supply.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

